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COMING EVENTS

Working Bee
Sunday March 21
2021

When I was a boy my backyard
was a couple of thousand acres
of farmland and remnant
vegetation. When we weren’t
helping on the farm we were
herded outside and urged to
make ourselves scarce until the
next meal time. What with
creeks to explore, trees to climb,
bird nests to find, tadpoles to
catch etc I was happy to oblige.
It’s no wonder I grew up
fascinated by nature, and later
developed an urge to protect it.
If the Waite Conservation
Reserve had been my backyard
I would have spent my life there
…much as I do today.
I’m sounding increasingly like a
cranky old man but one of my
disappointments has been that
for all the time I spend in the
reserve I rarely see kids
mucking around there. My
concern is that if children don’t
grow up feeling comfortable in
the bush or developing a sense
of connection with it, how are
they going to treasure it? Like
we do!
That was until COVID-19.
Among the hordes of additional
people using the reserve there
have been good numbers of
kids. Clint’s surveys indicate
that 14 percent of 30-odd
thousand visitors to the reserve
over the last 9 months were
children. And they have been
busy. The picture here of a
bush shelter below Netherby
Spur reminds me of the cubbies
we made as kids and the one
made in the reserve by my son

Jack
and
the
former
President’s daughter Anna
when they were young ’uns.

Somehow
we
need
to
encourage and nurture kids in
the reserve now, so that they
become the next generation to
nurture the reserve. Someone
to pull the olive seedlings when
we are too old to bend, or once
bent, are too old to straighten!
We already engage with a few
young-ish people such as
Urrbrae TAFE students who
come for seed collecting, tree
planting and weed control
modules (see inside), but we
could do more.
We have recently been
approached to consider how
we might engage with local
schools. Discussions have yet
to begin but suggestions
include hosting high school
children for outdoor activities
such as plant identification,
bird
watching,
cultural
awareness and bushcare. Let
me know if you have ideas,
aptitudes or interest. The
future of the reserve depends
on it. Watch this space.

Pete Bird
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Key to summer wildflowers & fruits:
1.

Tall Lobelia Lobelia gibbosa

2.

River Red Gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis

3.

Blue Devil Eryngium ovinum

4.

Box Mistletoe Amyema miquelii

5.

Ruby Saltbush Enchylaena tomentosa (fruit)

6.

Tar Vine Boerhavia dominii

7.

Pale Flax-lily Dianella longifolia (fruit)

8.

Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon (seed)

9.

Berry Saltbush Atriplex semibaccata (fruit)

10. Fox-tail Mulga-grass Neurachne alopecuroidea

11. Pale Groundsel Senecio hypoleucus
12. Sweet Bursaria Bursaria spinosa
13. Lemon Beauty-heads Calocephalus citreus
14. Kangaroo Apple Solanum laciniatum
15. Crested Spear-grass Austrostipa blackii
16. Yellow-wash Bluebell Wahlenbergia luteola

17. Nodding Vanilla-lily Arthropodium fimbriatum
18. Drooping Sheoak Allocasuarina verticillata (cone)
(Images: Peter Bird)

Friends of Waite Reserve
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Geology Walk — 10 October 2020
The Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve
group is privileged to have several scientists
amongst its membership. This enables the
group to access specialist information on the
reserve, including its flora, fauna and geology, contributing to its ongoing management
and the use of the reserve for educational
purposes.
One of these scientists is Colin Conor, Adjunct Associate Professor (Geology) from the
School of Natural and Built Environments at
UniSA. In October Colin led a group on a
very enjoyable and informative geological tour
of the reserve. The very pleasant weather, a
group of keen and interested participants,
and most of all, Colin’s ability to explain what
can be complex geological concepts and features in simple and straightforward terms,
combined to make the tour a success.

Geology Tour group.

Photo: Glenn Gale

which make for attractive building stones, and
the ripple marks of the 700 million year old
sea floor visible at the stone quarry on the
sheoak loop trail.
Colin’s cheerful manner encouraged discussion and questions, adding more value and
depth to the tour. Colin also prepared a detailed information booklet on the geology of
the reserve, complete with pictures, maps and
diagrams, for use during the tour and excellent as an ongoing reference. You can download a copy of the booklet from our website:

Colin explaining features at quarry site.
Photo: Glenn Gale

https://friendsofwaitereserve.org.au/
Glenn Gale

Colin has intimate knowledge of the local
rocks gained from working on alternative
alignments for the lower South Eastern Freeway. He used the exposed rock and geological features in the reserve to weave together
the history of the landscape and the formation of the reserve over the last 1000 million years. Amazingly Colin translated these
features back to the supercontinent of Gondwana and movement of the continent across
the face of the globe.
There were also highlights at the micro level,
such as the irregular concentric marks called
‘liesegang rings’ in some exposed rocks,

Friends of Waite Reserve

Colin Conor in his element at Caves Gully
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Olive control work pruned by COVID
The university’s olive control program was
scaled back this year, a casualty of COVID19 and ensuing budget cuts. Three years in
and with only a third of the usual budget,
the contractors consolidated past work rather than starting in new areas. This meant
concentrating on thinning dead olives to improve access and Basal Bark re-Treating previously treated areas, mostly in Stone Reserve and ‘Urrbrae Gully’.
Of course the Friends weighed in as well.
Over six days in July-August, 13 Friends
contributed 250 hours dragging up and
burning 73 piles of cut olive branches to
clear the tangle left by the chainsaws.

It is firmly hoped that budgets will be restored next year to resume the eradication
program. Too much time, sweat, heartache
and money has been invested to stop now.
Meanwhile an application for a Heritage
Agreement Small Grant has been submitted
for funds to continue follow-up olive control
work.
Pete Bird
Editor’s note: Seasonal differences affect the
hue of the understorey (dominated by annual
introduced grasses) in the photos below.

Before and after. Feral olives at The Caves (foreground) and Pittosporum Gully (rear) before and after BBT.

TAFE weed control demonstrations
Hot on the heels of Urrbrae TAFE students
joining us to plant trees, Lecturer Ben Cavuoto returned with groups of Horticulture students to undertake their Control Weeds
module in late winter-spring.
Fourteen students visited Stone Reserve on
26 August and returned to the Western
Slopes on 9 September to learn about weed
control. Several Friends demonstrated the
following weed control techniques then supervised as students put these into practice:

• Hand dig Cape Tulip & Sparaxis bulbs –

Penny Paton
• Calibrate sprayers/ Spray broadleaf weeds –

Pete Bird
Western Slopes
• Spray Bridal Creeper - Meg Byrt
• Spray around guarded tubestock - Jeff

Glasson
• Tongs of Death/ Weed Wand Cape Tulip -

Clint Garrett
• Basal Bark Treatment/ Chainsaw Olives -

Stone Reserve
• Drill & Fill Olives – Helen Pryor, Meg Byrt
• Tree Pop sapling Olives – Clint Garrett
Friends of Waite Reserve

Pete Bird
(continued next page)
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TAFE weed control demonstrations (continued)
In all the Friends and students
contributed a combined 200 hours of
weed control. The students returned in
early November to assess the
effectiveness of their control. Thanks to
Helen, Clint, Meg, Penny and Jeff for
generously sharing their time and
knowledge with the next generation of
weeders.
And our collaboration for this year has
continued. The students came back on 2
and 3 December to collect seed for next
season’s propagation and planting.

Ben Cavuoto and TAFE students ready to tackle the weeds

Pete Bird

Donations help important works
Over winter-spring the Friends once again
employed bushcare guru Grant Joseph for 50
hours to carry out targeted weed control. We
were able to do this because of generous donations from several members. Contracting
Grant for a second year allowed us to do critical follow-up spraying of several problematic
weeds in our best areas … think Soursobs
and Bridal Creeper on Quartz Hill and Sheoak
Slope. Grant comes highly qualified having
spent several years undertaking bushcare in
the reserve and ultimately writing our comprehensive restoration and revegetation plans.
On the subject of donations, the Friends recently received a particularly generous one.
While surveying visitor usage in the reserve,
Clint was approached by a walker somewhat
disoriented by inadequacies in our signage
thus:
• No directional signage from Waite Rd
• Out-of date entry signs, and
• Out-of-date map on the Loop Trail pamphlet

Knowing Clint, he would have apologetically
and courteously explained that we were aware
of these deficiencies but that recent budgetary
constraints had precluded us from remedying
them. (We had even recently applied for a
grant to fund them but had been unsuccessful). Instead of shrugging her shoulders and
stomping off, the walker suggested she might
make a donation toward improved signage.
Friends of Waite Reserve

Imagine our shock when a few days later we
received a donation of $5,000. While the donor wishes to remain anonymous, the committee is very thankful for her spectacular
generosity. We have already started the process to make good on all three issues and
hope to have money left over to help with our
ongoing bushcare work.
Please consider a donation to the Friends to
help us continue our important work.
All donations are tax deductible.
See Donation-form here.

Join the Friends of Waite Conservation
Reserve!

Ordinary membership $15
The Membership/renewal form and details can
be found at:
https://friendsofwaitereserve.org.au/

Forms can be submitted electronically or printed.
Email: info@friendsofwaitereserve.org.au
Non-members are welcome at our activities
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In the Reserve - Clint Garrett
Visitor numbers have been steadily
declining since their peak in April which
was during the first Covid lock-down.

Visitors March - November 2020
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
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0

Some reserve visitors have been less than
helpful.
One of the tables in Koala Gully has been
uprooted and the nearby fire-water supply
point
badly
bent.
Clint
and
Charlie have replaced the table and a plumber will fix the fire-stand.

Monthly Change
Gate 61
Monthly Change
Gate 88

Physical counting of visitors at the crossroads of the Waite and Sheoak Loops
provides information on where our visitors
come from. They come from one end of the
metropolitan area to the other, with most
coming from the closest postcodes. This is
not surprising. What is surprising is the
number who are first time walkers in the
reserve. Guide books, the Walk SA website
and Instagram seem to be the places that
these visitors found out about us.
Clint took 14 Post-Graduate students for a
walk on the Waite Loop in October. A Koala was very helpful, by appearing right
alongside of the trail. Even though these
students work right alongside of the Reserve, only 2 of them had been there. Perhaps we need to let students and staff at
Waite know that they can walk in the Reserve.
Somebody thought that it was a good idea to
build a fireplace of stone on a table in Wild
Dogs Glen and then use the fire to melt gum
(kino) from an adjacent tree. Fortunately,
damage to the table was minor.
Another person has removed the stainless
steel plaque on the table at the Crossroads.
The former plaque said:

PAWS at Netherby Lookout Clint Garrett photo
Friends of Waite Reserve

Donated by
Prof. Bob & Vera Symons
2004
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In the Reserve - Clint Garrett

(continued)

New Entry Signs
New signs have been installed at Wild Dogs
Glen, Gates 82, 88 and on both of the
Yurrebilla Trail entrances to the Reserve.
The old sign in Wild Dogs Glen had rotted
and fallen in half, while at two other points,
there was no signage.
Charlie Vassallo and Jeff Glasson helped
Clint with digging the holes and getting the
frames into place. Clint built the frames to
support the signs at home and then
transported them to the various sites.
These signs have been paid for by the
University of Adelaide.

Old Information sign to the left of the new entry
sign

Clint Garrett photo

There are also information signs at four
entrances which are in need of up-dating.
The map on these signs does not show the
Sheoak Loop and some of the information on
the signs is out of date.

Stile 87
At the top of the Tanks Track, there is a stile
which allows walkers to access Springwood
Park. The timber steps on the stile had rotted or had become polished by foot traffic
over the years, with the result that the stile
was dangerous especially in wet weather.
Jeff Glasson with the new entry sign on the
western Yurrebilla Trail entry
Clint Garrett photo

Stile 87 before and after

Friends of Waite Reserve

New steps which have been painted with non
-slip paint have now been installed on the
stile to make it safe again.

Clint Garrett photo
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Benji and the Golden Wattles
You can be excused for thinking that a
couple of the old silver interpretive signs
along the Loop Trail are no longer relevant.
The Golden Wattle and Old Man’s Beard
signs are looking particularly forlorn. Twenty
years after their installation, most of the
plants they once announced have died. Only
their ghosts remain.

I checked the plants recently and most are
surviving, albeit a little dry. I’ve just tallied our
plantings over the winter-spring. The 14
Golden Wattles were some of 394 planted. and
2090 tubestock planted in total.
Pete Bird

To remedy this we were faced with either
moving the signs to somewhere more
appropriate or repatriating the species back
to the signs. Ultimately we chose the latter
and, at a working bee in September, planted
14 wattles and 5 Old Man’s Beard seedlings
at their respective signs. We also planted 15
additional native grasses at the Harold’s
Lookout sign.
Passerby Benji (see photo) happily joined in
and planted a couple of wattles at the Old
Coach Road site encouraged by his parents.
Hopefully he’ll be reminded whenever he
walks in the reserve and sees his grove of
Golden Wattles. And if, in another 20 years
they need replacing, perhaps he’ll be the one
overseeing the planting with the Friends.

Visit by local Member of Parliament
Independent Member for Waite, Sam Duluk
joined Peter Bird and Clint Garrett on 2
September for a walk through the reserve. It
was a chance to show off our patch, inspect
works past and present and to discuss future
opportunities. Mr Duluk regularly walks
through the local hills including in the reserve
and was impressed by the work done by the
Friends to control olives and maintain the
tracks. He is very supportive of our work and
has since provided letters of support for two of
our recent funding applications.

Passerby Benji plants a new wattle at the Golden
Wattle sign

Pete Bird

In an amusing postscript, another young
passerby, intent on securing a couple of play
‘swords’, was seen pulling out the very
bamboo tree stakes Benji had hammered in
only an hour earlier. My louder-thanintended ‘Oi’ got his attention. Rather than
him stopping and politely listening to my
(intended) calm explanation of why the
stakes were needed, the unsuspecting lad
jumped a mile, dropped the stakes and
bolted. He didn’t stop running until well out
of sight.
Friends of Waite Reserve

Relaxing at lunch after a working bee

Member for Waite Sam Duluk & the
President inspect the reserve
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WORKING BEES

Pete Bird

With the final working bee past and the
summer break upon us it is worth reviewing
our season. We missed an unprecedented 4
working bees in 2020, the first three to
COVID restrictions, and one in November to
fire restrictions. Thirty-seven people
attended the remaining 12 working bees, 11
on average, contributing around 370 hours
in total. This pales however compared with
all the hours contributed outside formal
working bees. This includes hundreds of
hours spent chain-sawing, dragging up and
burning olive branches, weed spraying,
pulling olive seedlings, monitoring
vegetation, undertaking feral animal control,
maintaining tracks, replacing signage and
many other tasks. It also included many
hours spent by TAFE students and other
unofficial ‘Friends’ whose contribution came
about at the instigation of the Friends group
and was overseen by them. By the end of
the year the final tally will be close to 4,000
hours. Thank you to all, and especially to
Clint who will have contributed almost 1,000
of them.
For the first time in six years we spent little
time chasing olive seedlings at formal
working bees. Instead we divided our time
between tree-planting (5 working bees) and
tackling specific weeds in our best patches:
digging Sparaxis, Weed orchid and Cape
Tulip bulbs and Perennial Veldt Grass

mostly on Quartz Hill (8); and pulling False
Caper at the top of Wild Dogs Glen (2).
The olive seedlings are still there for anyone
looking for a project over the summer break.
The seedlings are easy to see once the dried
annual grasses have thinned out. Pick a
cooler day, grab a pair of secateurs and a
friend and simply head for the hills.
Alternatively there are lots of tree guards
that need replacing on trees or picking up. I
am there often so let me know if you want to
help. Otherwise I look forward to seeing you
all next year when the working bees
recommence. I suggest we start a little
earlier and nominate Sunday 21 March 2021
to kick them off, COVID notwithstanding.
Happy Christmas!

Burn postponed
The prescribed burn proposed for November
and mentioned in the last newsletter has
been postponed to allow for additional
planning and pre-burn data collection. The
burn to be managed by Department of
Environment & Water and the subject of a
research project by University of Adelaide
ecologists will now take place in Spring
2021.
Pete Bird

New members
The Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve welcome new members who have joined recently including:
Yvonne Stokes, Timothy Cross, Lauren Hernan

FWCR contacts
President: Peter Bird (0418-853 -834) pbjbird1@bigpond.com Secretary: Glenn Gale (0428-812-902)
Treasurer: Lynda Yates Editor: Meg Robertson
Committee: Kate Delaporte, , Grant Joseph, Peter Lang, Penny Paton, Meg Robertson, Richard Brooks, Clint Garrett
Address: Friends of Waite Conservation Reserve, University of Adelaide, Waite Campus,
PMB 1, GLEN OSMOND 5064 Phone: 8313-7405
Email: info@friendsofwaitereserve.org.au Website: https://friendsofwaitereserve.org.au/
Newsletter photo credits: Photos by Pete Bird unless otherwise indicated
Friends of Waite Reserve
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